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Abstract

Input torque balancing is a well-known way to reduce drive speed fluctuations in high-speed machinery
and combustion engines. This paper introduces a cam-based centrifugal pendulum (CBCP) and a design
procedure for it which results in quasi-perfect balancing of inertial torques for any drive speed. The CBCP
combines the centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber, well-known in mechanical vibration literature, with
a torque balancing principle well-known in mechanism literature, that is, the use of cams to generate
arbitrary torques. For given design parameters (such as the link lengths and link inertial parameters), the
cam design is governed by a nonlinear, second-order, explicit differential equation. This differential
equation is numerically solved by reformulating it as a nonlinear least-squares problem. The design
parameters themselves are determined by means of an optimization problem, the goal of which is to
minimize the (constant) equivalent inertia of the combined system, consisting of the original mechanism to
be balanced and the CBCP. Application of the CBCP to torque balance a high-speed, purely inertial cam-
follower mechanism, driving the sley of a weaving loom, shows that the optimization results in a compact
and technologically feasible mechanism.
r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
see front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

t time (s)
ð
:
Þ first derivative w.r.t. time t

ð
::
Þ second derivative w.r.t. time t

T period of motion (s)
o mean drive speed=2p=T (rad/s)
n order of disturbing torque (dimension-

less)
Lr half of rotor length (m)
Lc coupler (pendulum) length (m)
Rb rolling body radius (m)
mr; Jr rotor mass (kg) and centroidal moment

of inertia ðkgm2Þ

mc; Jc coupler mass (kg) and centroidal mo-
ment of inertia ðkgm2Þ

mb; Jb rolling body mass (kg) and centroidal
moment of inertia ðkgm2Þ

X c location of the coupler center of mass
along the line o2–o3 (m)

oi points defined in Fig. 1 ði ¼

f1; 2; 20; 3; 30gÞ and Fig. 2 ði ¼ f4; 5gÞ
hðtÞ rolling body rotation angle (rad)
gðtÞ rotor rotation angle w.r.t. X -axis (rad)
qðtÞ coupler rotation angle w.r.t. X -axis

(rad)
sðtÞ €qðtÞ cos 2p

T
t � qðtÞ

� �
�

_q sin 2p
T

t � qðtÞ
� �

2p
T
� _qðtÞ

� �
q0 qðt ¼ 0Þ (rad)
McðtÞ CBCP input torque (N m)
TcðtÞ CBCP kinetic energy (J)
MoðtÞ original mechanism input torque (N m)
ToðtÞ original mechanism kinetic energy (J)
EoðtÞ original mechanism energy function (J)
vCcðtÞ absolute velocity of the coupler center

of mass (m/s)
vCbðtÞ absolute velocity of the rolling body

center of mass (m/s)

m� generalized mass (kg)
J�

i generalized moments of inertia
ðkgm2Þ ði ¼ f1; 2; 3gÞ

K number of harmonics (dimensionless)
C integration constant (rad)
ak; bk unknown Fourier series amplitudes

(rad)
z vector of unknown Fourier series am-

plitudes
r1ðt; zÞ torque residual function (Nm)
r2ðt; zÞ energy residual function (J)
q̂1 approximate solution for q based on

torque residual (rad)
q̂2 approximate solution for q based on

energy residual (rad)
f s sample rate (Hz)
Ts sample period (s)
Jeq combined system equivalent inertia

ðkgm2Þ

Jeq;oðtÞ original mechanism equivalent inertia
ðkgm2Þ

NcðgÞ contact force between cam and rolling
body (N)

sH ðgÞ Hertzian pressure in the cams (MPa)
ð	Þmax maxt2½0;T �ð	Þormaxg2½0;2p�ð	Þ

ð	Þmin mint2½0;T �ð	Þorming2½0;2p�ð	Þ

ð	Þ
M upper bound on ð	Þ

ð	Þ
m lower bound on ð	Þ

Lb lifetime of coupler-rolling body bearing
(h)

Lc lifetime of rotor-coupler bearing (h)
f ðtÞ cam–follower angular position (rad)
J follower moment of inertia w.r.t.

o5 ðkgm2Þ

rðgÞ radius of CBCP cam profile (m)
MsðtÞ shaking moment exerted by CBCP on

mechanism frame ðNmÞ
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1. Introduction

A steady drive speed is often desired for rotating machinery, in order to decrease vibration and
noise levels, extend fatigue life, reduce wear, ensure precise operation, etc. However, high-speed
industrial machinery often exhibits substantial drive speed fluctuations due to the high torques
required to accelerate and decelerate the mechanism inertias. Similar problems are encountered in
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combustion engines in which the combination of inertial forces (due to the slider-crank
mechanisms) and gas forces causes the crankshaft speed to fluctuate. Mounting a flywheel or
adding a friction damper are simple and classical solutions for reducing drive speed fluctuations.
However, a large flywheel compromises the start/stop behavior of industrial machinery, as well as
the responsiveness of, e.g. a car’s combustion engine, whereas a friction damper leads to an
increased energy consumption.

A more intelligent solution is input torque balancing (ITB). The purpose of ITB is to
substantially reduce or eliminate the input torque, that is, the torque required to drive the
mechanism with a constant drive speed. In case the input torque is completely eliminated (e.g. by
adding a torque balancing mechanism to the drive shaft), the drive speed is perfectly constant as
the net torque acting on the drive shaft is zero. Section 1.1 surveys the state-of-the-art of ITB in
mechanism (cam–follower mechanisms and linkages) literature.

Although ITB is a term from mechanism literature, input torque balancing mechanisms have
also been proposed in torsional vibration literature. In this context, torque balancing mechanisms
are called dynamic vibration absorbers, an overview of which is given in Section 1.2. Special
attention is given to the centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber (CPVA), as the torque balancing
mechanism proposed here, the cam-based centrifugal pendulum (CBCP) is a variant of it. Section
1.3 introduces the CBCP, whereas Section 1.4 delimits possible application areas for both the
CPVA and the CBCP.

1.1. Input torque balancing in mechanism literature

Input torque balancing can be done by adding springs, mass or a combination of both. It is well
known in mechanism literature that spring addition has ITB properties that are optimal for a
single mean drive speed o ¼ 2p=T (rad/s) only, where T (s) represents the period of motion. On
the contrary, mass addition has ITB properties that are optimal for any mean drive speed o;
provided that the original1 mechanism is purely inertial. A mechanism is considered to be purely
inertial if it is a kinematic chain of rigid bodies in which only inertial forces and/or other forces
proportional to o2 are active.

Mass addition can be done in two ways: either by adding mass to the original mechanism’s links
or by adding extra links. Adding mass to the existing links is mainly applied to (four-bar) linkages,
often in combination with force or shaking moment balancing, and generally succeeds at reducing
instead of eliminating the input torque. A survey of these methods is given in Ref. [1] and updated
in Ref. [2].

Adding extra links (that is, a compensating mechanism) applies to both linkages and
cam–follower systems. Compensating mechanisms providing complete ITB are often based on
cams. The simplest cam-based mechanism is an ordinary cam–follower mechanism, where either
the follower inertia or a spring working against the follower acts as an accumulator of energy
[3–6]. The main disadvantage of using the follower kinetic energy is that the resulting cam
1Throughout this paper, the term original mechanism will denote the mechanism to be input torque balanced.

Furthermore, the input torque balancing mechanism will be termed the compensating mechanism, whereas the combined

system is the ensemble of the original and the compensating mechanism.
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displacement is generally not periodical, such that not an ordinary disc cam, but an expensive
indexing cam must be used. As already mentioned, the main disadvantage of using the spring
potential energy is that the ITB properties are optimal for a single o only. The CBCP proposed
here combines the best of both worlds: it can completely torque balance a purely inertial
mechanism for any speed, using an ordinary disc cam.

Other, more complicated cam mechanisms have been suggested. Tidwell et al. [7] suggest that a
linear spring could be used in conjunction with a wrapping cam (this is a cam wrapped by a belt or
chain) to balance the input torque of a crank-rocker four-bar linkage. Funk and Han [8] introduce
a mechanism consisting of a gear pair, a closed-track cam and a rotating member. Teng et al. [9]
propose a five-bar mechanism with a cam.

Complete ITB is also achieved by mounting a flywheel driven through a noncircular gear pair
[2,10]. A survey of various either fluid-based or mechanical flywheels with variable moment of
inertia, possibly providing complete ITB, is given in Ref. [11].

1.2. Input torque balancing in torsional vibration literature

The torque balancing devices proposed in torsional vibration literature are all rotary variants of
the translational undamped dynamic vibration absorber (TUVA). They are able to cancel out
purely harmonic torques. In general, the frequency of these harmonic torques is considered to be
an integer multiple no of the average drive speed o: n is referred to as the order of the disturbing
torque.

For a torsional system, Den Hartog [12] suggested two types of undamped dynamic vibration
absorbers. The torsional pendulum vibration absorber (TPVA), conceptually shown in Fig. 1(a),
takes the shape of a flywheel Jc ðkgm2Þ attached to the original flywheel Jf through a spring kc

(Nm/rad). The TPVA is tuned for a single o; that is, the speed for which the frequency no of the
disturbing harmonic torque coincides with the natural frequency

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kc=Jc

p
of the attached

absorber.
This shortcoming is overcome by the centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber2 (CPVA),

conceptually shown in Fig. 1(b). The rotor of length Lr (m) revolves around the ground point o1;
and is connected to the coupler (pendulum) c of length Lc (m) by a revolute joint. It is easily
shown (see e.g. Ref. [12]), based on the linearized equations of motion, that the frequency of the
pendulum in the centrifugal field equals o

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lr=Lc

p
: For any o; this frequency coincides with the

frequency no of the disturbing torque provided that

n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
Lr

Lc

r
. (1)

If Eq. (1) is satisfied, a CPVA is a torsional undamped dynamic vibration absorber that is tuned
correctly for all o: In that case, the rotor has no oscillatory motion (that is, it rotates at a steady
speed o), while the coupler (pendulum) has a finite oscillatory amplitude.
2The CPVA seems to have been invented [13] as early as 1929 (British patent [14] by B.C. Carter). For a thorough

account of the history of the CPVA and examples of its practical implementation, the reader is referred to the treatise by

Ker Wilson [15].
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Fig. 1. (a) The torsional pendulum vibration absorber (TPVA), (b) the centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber

(CPVA) and (c) the cam-based centrifugal pendulum (CBCP). The Z-axis is defined to be parallel to the drive shaft.
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The above result is based on the linearized equations of motion of the CPVA, which are valid
for small coupler amplitudes only. However, large amplitudes are sometimes unavoidable if, e.g.
the CPVAs mass is to be limited. In that case, nonlinear effects come into play, which cause the
torque balancing properties of a CPVA to become fundamentally different from the torque
balancing properties of a TUVA. Nonlinear effects are also present in TUVAs. However, as
opposed to the CPVA, of which the nonlinear range is inherent from its design, nonlinearities are
much more device dependent for TUVAs.

As a first difference, a TUVA is effective for a large range of amplitudes of the disturbing
harmonic force. On the contrary, CPVAs designed based on the linearized equations of motion,
so-called linear CPVAs, are effective for low torque amplitudes only. For higher torque levels,
nonlinear effects due to large coupler amplitudes cause the CPVA’s frequency to shift. This
detuning may result in destructive failure of the CPVA [16]. A solution for this is to design CPVAs
in which the end point mass moves on a noncircular3 path, such as a kind of epicycloidal path, the
tautochrone, proposed by Denman [13,17]. The frequency of these so-called tautochronic CPVAs is
independent of the coupler (and hence torque) amplitude. In this way, the disastrous detuning is
completely avoided. Unfortunately, new dynamic problems have shown up, resulting in smaller
allowable torque levels than those initially foreshadowed by the tautochronic CPVAs: it has been
observed [18,19] that, if CPVAs are divided into a number of identical masses (e.g. due to spatial
3For the conceptual simple pendulum construction of Fig. 1(b), the CPVA is essentially a point mass which moves

along a circular path relative to the rotor. Most currently employed variants of the CPVA are, however, of the bifilar

type (see e.g. Refs. [13,17]). Bifilar arrangements allow imposing arbitrary noncircular paths.
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restrictions), they do not always move in unison: bifurcations may occur in which a single
absorber moves out of step with its partners and which limit the allowable torque level.

As a second difference, a TUVA is capable of perfectly balancing a purely harmonic force, as
opposed to a (linear or tautochronic) CPVA which induces higher torque harmonics, again due to
nonlinear effects. It has, however, been shown [20,21] that subharmonic absorber pairs can
provide a solution. These tautochronic absorber pairs that are tuned to one-half of the
frequency of the disturbing torque are theoretically effective in the fully nonlinear operating range
and are capable of perfectly cancelling a purely harmonic torque of frequency no: The price to be
paid is a double number of absorbers. Furthermore, some questions remain [21], such as the
dynamic stability. Recent results concerning these subharmonic absorber pairs can be found in
Ref. [22].

CPVAs have mainly been applied in large stationary engines and aircraft engines. They have
also been used to control the fuselage shake in helicopters produced by rotor-associated
fluctuating aerodynamic forces, see e.g. Ref. [23]. A new impetus to the study of CPVAs was given
by the study [17] by Borowski et al. who established the feasibility of crankshaft-mounted CPVAs
for reducing crankshaft torsional vibration in four-cylinder automobile engines.

For both the TPVA and the CPVA, active variants have recently been proposed (respectively
called the delayed resonator and the centrifugal delayed resonator), in which a control torque is
applied to actively control the torque balancing properties. For an overview of the state-of-the-art
of these devices, the reader is referred to Refs. [24,25], respectively.
1.3. The cam-based centrifugal pendulum

The balancing mechanism proposed here is the cam-based centrifugal pendulum of Fig. 1(c).
The rotor, with mass mr (kg), centroidal moment of inertia Jr ðkgm2Þ and length 2Lr (m), revolves
around the ground point o1: Revolute joints connect the couplers c and c0; which each have mass
mc (kg), centroidal moment of inertia Jc ðkgm2Þ and length Lc (m), with the rotor. The rolling
bodies b and b0; both having a mass mb (kg), centroidal moment of inertia Jb ðkgm2Þ and radius
Rb (m), are connected to the corresponding couplers by a revolute joint. These revolute joints are
implemented as a bearing, of which the inner ring is fixed to the coupler, and of which the outer
ring is the rolling body. gðtÞ (rad) and qðtÞ (rad), respectively, denote the rotor’s and the coupler’s
rotation angle w.r.t. the X -axis, whereas hðtÞ is the rotation angle of the rolling body. As opposed
to gðtÞ and qðtÞ; hðtÞ needs no definition w.r.t. the X -axis because of the axisymmetry of the rolling
body b:

Rotation of the rotor generates centrifugal forces that push b and b0 against the internal cams p
and p0; respectively. p and p0 are fixed to the mechanism frame and identical but rotated 180 with
respect to each other. The rotor is assumed to be symmetrical w.r.t. the point o1 such that its
center of mass coincides with o1: The coupler c is assumed to be symmetrical w.r.t. the line o22o3:
Consequently, its center of mass lies along this line. Because of the axisymmetry of the rolling
body b; its center of mass coincides with the point o3:

Because of its symmetry w.r.t. o1; the mechanism is completely force balanced. However, the
contact forces between the cams and the rolling bodies exert a nonzero shaking moment (along
the Z-axis) on the mechanism frame. Furthermore, due to the fact that the cams cannot lie in the
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same plane, the contact forces also exert bending moments (along the X - and Y -axis) on the drive
shaft. Due to symmetry, the shaking and bending moments are pure couples.

The CBCP combines the CPVA, well-known in torsional vibration literature, with a torque
balancing principle well-known in mechanism literature, that is, the use of cams to generate
arbitrary torques. To the authors’ knowledge, the CBCP has not yet been described in the open
literature.
1.4. CPVA or CBCP?

In order to compare the application potential of both the CPVA and the CBCP, a distinction
will be made based on the nature of the original system: (i) a (dominantly or purely) inertial
system is a kinematic chain of rigid bodies in which the (dominating or sole) forces are
inertial forces and/or other forces proportional to o2; (ii) a noninertial system is a system in which
the dominating forces are not proportional to o2 (e.g. spring forces, aerodynamic forces,
etc.); and (iii) a mixed system is a system in which inertial and noninertial forces are equally
important.

For (dominantly or purely) inertial systems, such as weaving looms or packaging machines, the
CBCP outperforms the CPVA as it provides full4 balancing (whereas the CPVA only provides
partial balancing and induces higher torque harmonics) for any o: Furthermore, the CBCP does
not exhibit the dynamic instabilities of the CPVA for it is a kinematically determined mechanism,
as shown in Section 2.

For noninertial systems, such as helicopter fuselages excited by rotor-associated aerodynamic
forces, the CPVA is the only good choice as it is capable of adjusting its amplitude of motion to
match the varying disturbing torque levels. The CBCP is in fact useless as the only forces it is able
to compensate for must be proportional to o2; which is obviously not the case for, e.g.
aerodynamic forces.

In mixed systems, combining the CPVA and the CBCP seems to be the best solution. As the
CBCP takes up the inertial part of the disturbing torque, the torque to be compensated for by the
CPVA is much smaller than the original torque. Consequently, the oscillation amplitude of the
CPVA’s coupler can be smaller, so that it is more likely to remain in its linear range of operation,
resulting in fewer dynamic problems due to nonlinearities. Examples of these mixed systems are
quite prominent, as e.g. all reciprocating engines (internal combustion engines) or machines
(compressors) are characterized by a combination of inertial forces and noninertial gas forces.

This paper focusses on applying the CPVA to high-speed cam–follower systems. Dynamic
problems due to drive speed fluctuations in these systems have been reported as early as 1962 [4].
Drive speed fluctuations cause the follower motions to be inaccurate, as the cams are designed for
constant drive speed. Consequently the follower accelerations exhibit undesired harmonics which
may excite machine resonances, causing vibrations, noise, fatigue and wear.

In order to overcome these problems, the authors have previously [26] introduced inertially

compensated cams, of which the motion law is adapted to the camshaft speed fluctuation. These
cams yield accurately realized follower motions, combined with a small flywheel. However,
4Full balancing means cancelling out the full input torque, whereas partial balancing means cancelling out one or

several input torque harmonics.
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inertially compensated cams are not always applicable. Such a situation occurs if there exists a
variable synchronization between multiple cam–follower systems mounted on the same drive
shaft. In that case input torque balancing of the separate cam–follower systems using, e.g. the
CBCP seems to be the best solution.
2. Derivation of the describing equation

This section shows how the cams of the CBCP can be calculated. The derivation of the
describing equation which governs the cam design is based on the following assumptions: (i) no
friction in the revolute joints, (ii) the rolling bodies roll5 over the internal cams without sliding,
(iii) all bodies are rigid and (iv) the rolling bodies are always in contact with the cams. (i) and (ii)
imply that there is no energy dissipation in the CBCP, which, in combination with (iii) allows
considering the CBCP as purely inertial. (ii) and (iv) allow considering the CBCP as a
kinematically determined mechanism with one degree-of-freedom, that is, the drive shaft angle g

(see Fig. 1(c)). In Ref. [1] it was shown that for purely inertial, single-degree-of-freedom
mechanisms, the input torque M (Nm) and the input angular velocity _g (rad/s) are related to the
kinetic energy T (J) by

M ¼
1

_g

dT

dt
, (2)

where all variables are functions of time t; and a dot ð:Þ denotes a time derivative. Consequently,
Mc (N m), the CBCP’s input torque, is given by

Mc ¼
1

_g

dTc

dt
, (3)

where Tc denotes the kinetic energy of the CBCP. The dynamic equation that governs the cam
design will now be derived by imposing, 8t 2 ½0;T � that,

MoðtÞ þ McðtÞ ¼ 0;

_gðtÞ �
2p
T

;

8<
: (4)

where MoðtÞ (Nm) denotes the original mechanism’s input torque. Eq. (4) states that the net input
torque to impose a perfectly constant input angular velocity _g to the combined system should be
zero. It is assumed that the original system is also a mechanism with one degree-of-freedom (that
is, the same drive shaft angle g). However, no assumption is made concerning the nature of MoðtÞ:
for instance, the original mechanism may be noninertial. In that case the CBCP only provides full
torque balance if the actual drive speed of the combined system corresponds to the period of
motion T considered during the CBCP design.
5In fact, friction is necessary to avoid slipping of the rolling bodies. However, as no slipping occurs, these friction

forces are not dissipative.
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Multiplying Eq. (4) with _gðtÞ � 2p=T ; and integrating between 0 and t yields

2p
T

Z t

0

MoðtÞdtþ
2p
T

Z t

0

McðtÞdt ¼ 0.

Since Eq. (3) shows that

TcðtÞ ¼
Z

McðtÞ _gðtÞdt ¼
Z

McðtÞ
2p
T

dt

and defining

EoðtÞ ¼
Z

MoðtÞ _gðtÞdt ¼
Z

MoðtÞ
2p
T

dt,

the previous equation can be restated as

EoðtÞ � Eoð0Þ þ TcðtÞ � Tcð0Þ ¼ 0

or

EoðtÞ þ TcðtÞ ¼ Eoð0Þ þ Tcð0Þ. (5)

The energy function EoðtÞ (J) can be interpreted as follows. If the original mechanism is not
conservative, EoðtÞ represents the sum of its kinetic, potential and dissipated energy as a function
of time. If the original mechanism is conservative, EoðtÞ equals the sum of kinetic and potential
energy. If it is purely inertial, EoðtÞ is equivalent to the kinetic energy ToðtÞ:

Eqs. (4) and (5) will now be transformed into differential equations in qðtÞ by elaborating the
expressions for TcðtÞ and McðtÞ: Based on qðtÞ; the cam profile can be easily determined6 using
classical analytical geometry results.

2.1. Kinetic energy expression

Due to the mechanism symmetry, only7 the rotor and the bodies c and b need to be considered
for determining TcðtÞ:

TcðtÞ ¼
Jr _g

2

2
þ 2

Jc _q
2

2
þ

mcv
2
Cc

2


 �
þ 2

Jb
_h
2

2
þ

mbv2
Cb

2

 !
, (6)

where vCcðtÞ and vCbðtÞ (m/s) denote the absolute velocity of the centers of mass of the coupler and
the rolling body, respectively. Kinematic analysis of the mechanism yields

v2
Cc ¼ L2

r _g
2 þ X 2

c _q
2 þ 2LrX c _g _q cosðg � qÞ, (7)

v2
Cb ¼ L2

r _g
2 þ L2

c _q
2 þ 2LrLc _g _q cosðg � qÞ, (8)

where X c determines the location of the center of mass of the coupler along the line o2 � o3 (see
Fig. 1(c)). As the purpose of the CBCP is to keep the camshaft speed constant, _gðtÞ equals 2p=T :
6This derivation has not been included for reasons of brevity.
7The dynamic effects due to the mass and moment of inertia of the intermediate bodies between the inner and the

outer bearing ring (such as the balls in a ball bearing) are neglected.
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Due to the fourth design assumption, _h
2
ðtÞ equals v2

CbðtÞ=R2
b: Based on these observations and

Eqs. (7–8), expression (6) is transformed8 into

TcðtÞ ¼
J�

1ð2p=TÞ
2

2
þ

J�
2 _q

2

2
þ J�

3

2p
T


 �
_q cos

2p
T

t � q


 �
, (9)

where

J�
1 ¼ Jr þ 2ðmcL

2
r þ m�L2

r Þ, (10)

J�
2 ¼ 2ðJc þ mcX

2
c þ m�L2

cÞ, (11)

J�
3 ¼ 2ðmcX cLr þ m�LcLrÞ, (12)

m� ¼
Jb

R2
b

þ mb. (13)

2.2. Input torque expression

Applying Eq. (9) to Eq. (3) and substituting _g by 2p=T yields

Mc ¼
1

2p=T
J�

2 _q €q þ J�
3s, (14)

where

sðtÞ ¼ €q cos
2p
T

t � q


 �
� _q sin

2p
T

t � q


 �
2p
T

� _q


 �
. (15)

2.3. Describing equation

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (4) yields

1

2p=T
J�

2 _q €q þ J�
3s þ MoðtÞ ¼ 0. (16)

Taking into account expression (15) for sðtÞ reveals that, for given MoðtÞ; Eq. (16) constitutes a
second-order, nonlinear, explicit (ordinary) differential equation (ODE) in qðtÞ: However, this
second-order differential equation has only one independent initial condition (that is, qð0Þ ¼ q0)
as it is obtained by taking the time derivative of the following first-order, nonlinear, implicit
(ordinary) differential equation:

J�
2 _q

2

2
þ J�

3

2p
T

_q cos
2p
T

t � q


 �
þ EoðtÞ ¼

J�
2 _q

2
0

2
þ J�

3

2p
T

_q0 cosðq0Þ þ Eo;0, (17)

where the subscript 0 indicates values at time instant t ¼ 0 s of the corresponding time-dependent
quantities. This ODE is obtained by substituting into Eq. (5) the expression (9) for TcðtÞ; replacing
8As _gðtÞ � 2p=t; gðtÞ equals 2p=T 	 t þ gð0Þ; where gð0Þ is assumed to be zero. This does not compromise the generality

of the equations.
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_gðtÞ by 2p=T and eliminating common terms on the left- and the right-hand sides. From an
analytical point of view, solving q from either Eq. (16) or Eq. (17) is equivalent. However, from a
numerical point of view, it is not, as shown in Section 3.
3. Solution of the describing equation

Despite the simplicity of the mechanism, the cam design is governed by a nonlinear, second-
order, explicit differential equation. Using general-purpose ODE solvers, as those included in
MATLAB, is cumbersome as these solvers require initial conditions for q and _q: As already
explained, _qð0Þ cannot be chosen independently from qð0Þ as Eq. (16) is the time derivative of the
first-order ODE (17). This means that a compatibility condition must be established which relates
_qð0Þ to qð0Þ: In order to avoid this, a different solution strategy has been adopted, that is, choosing
a good parameterization for _q (a finite Fourier series), and then determining the unknown
parameters by solving a nonlinear least-squares problem.
3.1. Parameterization of the solution

As the CBCP makes one complete revolution in one period’s time, _qðtÞ is a periodical function
with period T and qðTÞ � qð0Þ ¼ 2p: _qðtÞ can therefore be parameterized as a Fourier series with
period T and average value 2p=T :

_qðtÞ ¼
2p
T

þ
X1
k¼1

ak cosðkotÞ þ bk sinðkotÞ,

where o ¼ 2p=T : Solving Eq. (16) is now equivalent to determining the unknown amplitudes ak

and bk; k ¼ 1 . . .1: In order to limit the number of unknown parameters, the Fourier series is
truncated after K harmonics

_̂qðtÞ ¼
2p
T

þ
XK

k¼1

ak cosðkotÞ þ bk sinðkotÞ, (18)

and hence

q̂ðtÞ ¼ C þ
2pt

T
þ
XK

k¼1

1

ko
ðak sinðkotÞ � bk cosðkotÞÞ, (19)

€̂qðtÞ ¼
XK

k¼1

koð�ak sinðkotÞ þ bk cosðkotÞÞ. (20)

The hats ð
^
Þ are introduced since, due to the truncation of the Fourier series, not the exact

solution q is calculated but an approximation q̂ of it. This approximation will be different if it is
obtained based on Eq. (16) or Eq. (17). Therefore, these two approximations will be denoted as q̂1

and q̂2; respectively.
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Obviously, the value of K is a compromise between obtaining an accurate solution and limiting
the number ð2KÞ of unknown parameters. It has been found for the design example outlined
hereafter that K ¼ 20 is a reasonable choice. The 2K unknown parameters are grouped into the
parameter vector z 2 R2K :

z ¼ ½a1 b1 . . . aK bK �.

The integration constant C is not part of z since its value is determined by the initial condition
q̂ð0Þ ¼ q0: Because of the parameterization, q̂ and its derivatives are denoted as q̂ðt; zÞ; _̂qðt; zÞ and
€̂qðt; zÞ:
3.2. Nonlinear least-squares problem

The determination of the unknown parameter vector z is done by solving a nonlinear least-
squares problem. To this end, the torque residual function r1ðtÞ is defined, based on Eq. (16), as

r1ðt; zÞ ¼ Mc þ Mo ¼
1

2p=T
J�

2
_̂q €̂q þ J�

3s þ Mo. (21)

Due to the parameterization as a finite Fourier series, q̂ and its derivatives depend on z: Hence
also r1 depends on z and is therefore denoted as r1ðt; zÞ: The unknown parameter vector ẑ1 (and
hence the approximate solution q̂1 of the ODE) are now determined based on the following
unconstrained optimization problem:

ẑ1 ¼ min
z2R2K

Z T

0

r2
1ðt; zÞdt. (22)

This is a nonlinear least-squares problem. In order to numerically solve this problem, it is
approximated by

ẑ1 ¼ min
z2R2K

Ts

XN

k¼1

r2
1ððk � 1ÞTs; zÞ, (23)

where f s ¼ 1=Ts is the rate at which r1ðt; zÞ is sampled, and N ¼ T=Ts denotes the number of
sampling points within one period of motion. Although this problem can be solved using a
general-purpose unconstrained optimization technique, it is better to apply a dedicated nonlinear
least-squares technique such as the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm which exploits the special
structure of the gradient and Hessian matrix, and hence results in faster convergence. This
algorithm is implemented in the lsqnonlin algorithm of the MATLAB OPTIMIZATION TOOLBOX

which has been used to solve Eq. (23). Once ẑ1 is calculated, q̂1 and its time derivatives can be
determined based on Eqs. (18)–(20).

Determination of q̂2 can be done by proceeding in a similar way, using an energy residual
r2ðt; zÞ; defined based on Eq. (17). Because of the analytical equivalence of Eqs. (16) and (17), it
can be intuitively understood that q̂2 � q̂1: However, as q̂1 is the minimizer of

Ts

XN

k¼1

r2
1ððk � 1ÞTs; zÞ
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it is obvious that

XN

k¼1

r2
1ððk � 1ÞTs; ẑ1Þp

XN

k¼1

r2
1ððk � 1ÞTs; ẑ2Þ. (24)

In other words, the rms value of the torque residual r1ðt; zÞ ¼ McðtÞ þ MoðtÞ is smaller for q̂1 than
for q̂2: Hence, q̂1 should be preferred over q̂2 for the compensating mechanism’s ultimate goal is to
provide the smallest possible torque residual.
4. Design example

In this section, the theory developed in the previous sections is applied to design a CBCP for a
high-speed cam–follower system. First the cam–follower system to be balanced is introduced.
Second, the optimization of the design parameters is discussed. Third, the design results are
presented.
4.1. Problem definition

The cam–follower system to be balanced is assumed to be purely inertial. Although this
assumption may seem quite restrictive, purely inertial systems quite effectively represent high-
speed cam–follower systems [1]. The absence of springs, imposed by this prerequisite, implies that
the contact between the cam and the follower must be ensured by using a conjugate cam pair, as
shown in Fig. 2. Because the cam–follower system is purely inertial, EoðtÞ � ToðtÞ; where ToðtÞ; the
fluctuating part of the kinetic energy of the cam–follower system, is given by

ToðtÞ ¼
J _f

2

2
. (25)

_f ðtÞ denotes the velocity of the follower and J (kg m2) the follower’s inertia w.r.t. its center of
rotation (point o5 in Fig. 2). The mechanism’s period of motion is T ¼ 0:0667 s; which
corresponds to an average drive speed o of 900 rpm. Its oscillating, statically balanced follower
has a centroidal moment of inertia J of 0:2633kgm2 and constitutes the sley of an industrial
weaving loom. Fig. 3 shows its desired motion f ðtÞ; which is synthesized as a finite Fourier series
with six harmonics.

As the cam–follower system is a single-degree-of-freedom mechanism assumed to be purely
inertial, Eq. (2) applies, and the input torque MoðtÞ (N m) is given by

Mo ¼
1

2p=T
J _f €f . (26)

It was chosen to input torque balance this mechanism using two identical CBCPs for this will
result in smaller cams since each CBCP has to deliver half of the required torque. Secondly, using
two CBCPs allows mutual cancellation of their bending moments exerted on the drive shaft.
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4.2. Design optimization

An inspection of the describing equation (16) shows that, given the torque MoðtÞ to be balanced
and the period of motion T ; q depends on three fundamental parameters: J�

2; J
�
3 and the initial

condition q0: Since Eqs. (11)–(13) show J�
2 and J�

3 to depend on Lc;Lr;Rb;mc;mb; Jc; Jb and X c;
the following nine design parameters affect q and hence the shape and the technological properties
of the CBCP: the kinematic parameters Lc;Lr and Rb; the mass parameters mc;mb; Jc; Jb and X c

and the initial condition q0: These parameters can be determined based on an optimization
problem so as to obtain a compact and technologically feasible mechanism.

Several criteria can be chosen for the optimization: minimal size of the cams, maximal bearing
lifetime, etc. The goal function chosen here is minimal equivalent inertia Jeq (kg m2). Assuming
that the original system is conservative, the combined system has constant energy such that it can
be considered as an equivalent flywheel with inertia Jeq; turning at 2p=T (rad/s). The numerical
value of Jeq is determined by equating the kinetic energy of the equivalent flywheel and the
constant energy of the combined system

Jeqð2p=TÞ
2

2
¼ EoðtÞ þ TcðtÞ ¼ Eo;0 þ Tc;0. (27)

It can be shown that Jeq is independent of T ; provided that the original mechanism is purely
inertial ðEoðtÞ � ToðtÞÞ: The rationale for choosing Jeq as the optimization criterion is that inertia
minimization was exactly the reason for using a torque balancing mechanism instead of a large
flywheel.

The optimization constraints are concerned with the technological feasibility of the mechanism,
as well as the avoidance of collisions between the moving parts. Fig. 4 shows the assembly of the
rotor r; coupler c and rolling body b: When the coupler moves w.r.t. the rotor, two collisions may
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occur: (i) a collision between the outer bearing ring (that is, the rolling body b) and the cylinder of
radius Rr1 that belongs to the rotor and (ii) a collision between the coupler and this same cylinder.

The technological constraints are the following. Firstly, there must always be contact between
the rolling bodies and the cams. This can be mathematically expressed by imposing that the
contact force NcðgÞ (N) between the cams and the rolling bodies should have a minimum Nc;min

over ½0; 2p� which is greater than zero, or for robustness reasons, greater than some positive lower
bound Nm

c ¼ 100N: Secondly, the Hertzian pressure sHðgÞ (MPa) in the cam should have a
maximum sH;max over ½0; 2p� which is less than some upper bound sM

H ¼ 900MPa: Thirdly, the
lifetime Lb (h) of the bearing that implements the revolute joint between the rolling body and the
coupler, and the lifetime Lc (h) of the bearing that implements the revolute joint between the rotor
and the coupler should be greater than 50,000 h (at 900 rpm).

In order to mathematically translate the aforementioned technological and collision
constraints, the design parameters are replaced by a number of optimization variables through
parameterization of the rotor’s and coupler’s shape. As this requires a lengthy discussion, a full
presentation of the design optimization is deferred to the companion paper [27].
4.3. Design results

Table 1 gives the numerical values of the design parameters resulting from the design
optimization discussed in the companion paper [27]. These values in turn determine the numerical
values of J�

2 and J�
3 through Eqs. (11–13). Fig. 5 shows q̂1ðtÞ and its derivatives, as calculated by

the lsqnonlin algorithm, with K ¼ 20: Fig. 6 shows the CBCP with the rotor and the couplers
in their positions at time instant t ¼ 0 s: The minimum and maximum of the cam radius rðgÞ over
½0; 2p� are: rmin ¼ 146:1mm and rmax ¼ 154:8mm: Thus, the stroke of the mechanism is 8:7mm:
The limited value of rmax illustrates that the resulting mechanism is quite compact.
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An interesting check of the solution is the torque residual r1 ¼ Mo þ Mc: Due to the truncation
of the Fourier series when solving the differential equation, the torque residual is not perfectly
zero. Fig. 7(a) shows Mc and Mo; whereas Fig. 7(b) shows the torque residual, which is negligible
w.r.t. the maximal value of Mo; equal to 880Nm: Furthermore, a dominant 21st harmonic is
clearly present, originating from the fact that K ¼ 20 harmonics are used for solving Eq. (16).
o2
o3

additional
mass

outer
bearing ring

inner
bearing ring

o1

Rr1

Fig. 4. Front and top view of the assembled rotor, coupler and rolling body.

Table 1

Design example: numerical values of the design parameters

Lr (m) Lc (m) Rb (m)

0.0720 0.0831 0.050

mc (kg) X c (m) mb (kg)

14.473 0.0437 1.841

Jc ðkgm2Þ Jb ðkgm2Þ q0 ð

Þ

0.03239 0.002568 100.16
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The value of the goal function for this design is Jeq ¼ 0:4060kgm2: In order to asses this value,
the original mechanism’s equivalent inertia Jeq;o (kg m2) is introduced in a similar way as Jeq:

Jeq;oð2p=TÞ
2

2
¼ To. (28)

As To is a function of time, so is Jeq;o: Since TcðtÞX0; 8t; the physical lower limit for TðtÞ ¼

ToðtÞ þ TcðtÞ equals the maximal value of ToðtÞ: Consequently, the physical lower limit for Jeq

corresponds to the maximum of Jeq;oðtÞ over ½0;T �; equal to 0:0919kgm2: Hence, Jeq is three times
greater than its physical lower limit, which is due to the fact that the mechanism must comply with
the constraints. Any lower value of Jeq would result in a mechanism which does not comply with
one of the aforementioned constraints.

For this design, the technological constraints are fulfilled as Nc;min ¼ 100N; sH;max ¼

900MPa; Lb ¼ 742; 000 h and Lc ¼ 614; 000h: Furthermore, no collisions occur between the
moving parts.

A final check of the solution is the maximum Ms;max over ½0;T � of the shaking moment MsðtÞ
(Nm). For the optimized design, Ms;max equals 211Nm: Whether or not this is an improvement
w.r.t. the shaking moment in the original mechanism depends on the way the original mechanism
is driven. Two cases are distinguished: (A) an advanced control system is present to impose a
steady drive speed and (B) a simple control system is present to keep up the average drive speed, in
combination with a flywheel to reduce the drive speed fluctuation. The motor exerts a shaking
moment on the mechanism frame, due to the fact that the reaction torque of the motor torque acts
on the stator, attached to the mechanism frame. In case A, the motor torque approximately equals
Mo; whereas in case B, the motor torque is small. Hence, in the original system, either a shaking
moment of 880Nm (case A), or a negligible shaking moment (case B) is present. In the balanced
system, the motor torque is zero, for both cases. The shaking moment then originates (if the
shaking moment due to the original mechanism is neglected) from the CBCP. Consequently, in
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Fig. 5. q̂1 and its first two derivatives for the design example.
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case A, a shaking moment of 880Nm is replaced by a shaking moment of 211Nm; whereas in
case B, a negligible shaking moment is replaced by a shaking moment of 211Nm:
5. Conclusions

A mechanism, the CBCP, and a design procedure for it have been presented that result in quasi-
perfect torque balancing for any drive speed, provided that the original mechanism is purely
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inertial. With respect to other mechanisms known in mechanism literature, the CBCP has the
advantage of simplicity. Furthermore, the application areas of the CBCP and the CPVA, the ITB
mechanism most widely used in torsional vibration literature, have been delimited.

For given design parameters, the cam design is governed by a nonlinear, second-order, explicit
differential equation that is the derivative of a nonlinear, first-order, implicit differential equation,
and hence has only one independent initial condition. As this introduces a cumbersome
compatibility condition, not a conventional ODE solver, but a parameterization as a finite
Fourier series and a nonlinear least-squares algorithm have been used to solve the differential
equation.

Nine design parameters have been identified, which are determined by means of an
optimization problem. The purpose of the optimization problem is to minimize the combined
system’s equivalent inertia taking into account collision and technological constraints.
Application of the CBCP to torque balance a high-speed, purely inertial cam–follower mechanism
showed that the optimization results in a compact and technologically feasible mechanism.

Future work will mainly focus on building a CBCP prototype in order to experimentally
validate its promising features.
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